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New NSF ICE-TI
Paraprofessional Selected

Boxholder

Race Littlehead has been selected as the paraprofessional intern this year at Chief Dull Knife College. The
position is funded under a grant from the National Science Foundation. Race will work full-time with the Science department and continue to pursue his Bachelor's
Degree online. Race has been an academic year and
summer intern at the college previously. Race has
shared in some great experiences at the college in all
the STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)
areas.
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Someone at a general meeting stated that he has never eaten culture, which is a truly uninformed statement.
We all eat culture every day, especially for Native Americans if they have dried deer meat, steer guts, plum
pudding, or any of the foods that are identified as Native American. We also wear culture whenever we wear
dance regalia or, what is a new manifestation of cultural clothing, Pendleton blankets and clothing derived
from them. We even live in culture with our government housing and, occasionally, canvas tents and teepees.
We used to live in hotaeškȯsone, an arrangement of willows tied together at the top, whose use preceded the
teepees. Then we lived in log houses, Hotȯxamȧheonȯhtse, crossed log dwellings. We also communicate culture by speaking what are now our own languages, Cheyenne and English. English is undeniably now part of
our culture as Cheyenne people since the greatest percentage of our people now speak only the English language. Our spiritual and religious expressions are even now at a cultural cross roads since many of our rituals
are now performed in a mixture of Cheyenne and English. A generation or two from now, these rituals will
have taken one of the crossed roads and most likely these rituals will be performed in English. The Cheyenne
language will have lost its hallowed place and in its place will be one of the languages spoken by the colonizers.
There are probably as many definitions of “culture” as there are anthropologists, archaeologists and linguists.
My definition of culture is anything that is important to you; anything that you would defend and fight for.
Now-a-days, among our Cheyenne youth texting, talking on smart phones, cruising Cheyenne avenue in a car,
ATV, or Shetland pony; eating and drinking Cheyenne Depot products; speaking Reservation English are all
now part of their culture. For many, meth, alcohol, and other drugs now form the bulk of their culture.
Whenever these are taken away, there is usually disruption and even long-lasting dysfunction.
A characteristic of culture is that most people, even some
Cheyennes, think that ONLY Native Americans have
“culture”. Some white people say, “I don’t have a culture” even though their culture is all around them and is
enveloping us. We speak their language, we go to their
places of worship, and we eat at MacDonald’s, shop at
Wal-Mart, sometimes with too much frequency. If we
took their churches, their baseball, their money, their rifles, their speech, we’d have a huge fight on our hands.
That person who said that he’d never eaten culture had
an erroneous viewpoint about what “culture” means.
If we can, we should recognize that all cultures are not
static but are ever-changing and that “culture” is evident
in everyone’s lives and that it and languages do not stay
the same, some even disappear totally because they lose
their contemporary relevance. Let’s not let that happen
to the Cheyenne language and culture.

Hena’haanehe, Ve’kesȯhnestoohe
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Welcome to CDKC
John Stands In Timber
Recorded by Margot Liberty

One time back in 1906, (that's after I came back from school,) even before I went away in 1900, the year I left, the superintendent Major Clifford was trying to stop the Cheyennes killing the cattle on the reservation. But there was no fence
around the reservation, and a lot of stray cattle came into the area, and the Indians killed those cattle. And, somebody
told him about the strict rules and punishments in the laws of the Cheyennes, and he called on ----Major Clifford and the butchering of stray beef. When the Indian violates orders of the chiefs. Stray cattle began coming
onto the reservation after 1900, and a 25 man police force trying to stop the butchering. Somebody told the superintendent the military could handle it without the police. Clifford was persuaded to try Indian law; he called in the Elk Society
leaders, Peter L. Bird, and Medicine Bird, and Yellowhair (12 leaders in each band) and asked them if they could stop it.
They said, "We can stop them in just a few days." [The] superintendent said, "You must be sure and prove guilt before
you punish." They said, "No doubt about that." He said, "0K, see how quick you can stop it."
This was when we were living in Birney, where old Clubfoot lives now. A family lived where the other teacher lives now,
Rising Fire and his son Scabby. He was once caught killing a cow, also Littlefish, H.F.'s father. (Henry Fisher?) They caught
them in the hills. During that night the military got together. Littlebird told the story, that they had a plan to catch these
men before they left their homes.
In those days they still had quirts made of heavy ash wood and a leather thing. The leader says, "Everyone give the guilty
man one hard slash; if a man doesn't hit hard enough he will be whipped too."

ERIKA STURN

Erika joins us
as the STEM Research Director and
an instructor of Restoration
Ecology. Erika previously worked at
Energy Labs as an inorganic
chemist.

DALE DECOCK
Dale joins us as a Chemistry and
Physics instructor. Dale previously
worked at Colstrip High School as a
Science instructor.

406-477-6215 ext. 146

Everyone had a gun and they started to come up close, but waited for daylight away from the village a little way. The big
washout was not more than half as big as it is now.
Us children used to get up early. There was nothing to keep us from going to bed early, so we woke up early. My grandfather said, "Don't ever let the sun catch you in bed. Get out and watch him come up."
All at once I heard the dogs start barking. I heard a shot and a yell. About 50 men came galloping around the curve. I
wonder what's all up; I ran over and put a bridle on the wrangle horse, thinking they were going to attack or something.
Scabby had a nice looking private horse. I noticed those men watching him. As they came to that horse they all shot him
and he dropped. The rule was, if the man took it, OK, that was all. [But,] if he was angry, he got whipped too. Rising Fire
came out and thanked the military and said he would make a feast. They said, "We have to get another man," and went
off around the curve. Us boys got on our horses and followed after them.
When they got to the Littlefish place, he was riding his top horse down to water. When he saw them coming he got off
his horse and held it and they shot it. Littlefish walked back up to his uncle, and the uncle thanked the soldiers and
offered them a feast too. The soldiers ate both the feasts.
You did not want to get whipped. When fifty men had struck you once each with those heavy quirts, you were half dead.
Sometimes they struck them two or three times each.
They got 50 or 60 men, and they sure did stop the butchering. Never hear of no more. The military would go out all night
and take turns keep watching. Major Clifford paid them and reported.

Congratulations on the new
position!
Joey DiTonno

Mikey Mexicancheyenne

Registrar

Learning Center Coordinator

406-477-6215 ext. 107

406-477-6215 ext. 189

After a while they did away with this, [tribal punishment,] and hired police, but they could not do this.
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Student Spotlight
10..9..8..7..6..5..4..3..2..1……..Ignition
Story By Jim and Kate Bertin

Last spring in Wisconsin, Chief Dull Knife College’s rocket team beat out numerous four-year colleges, some
with engineering degrees, to win the First Nations Launch American Indian Science and Engineering Society (AISES)
rocket challenge. The First Nations Launch (FNL) is an annual high-powered rocketry competition open to tribal colleges and AISES chapters throughout the United States. In addition to the funding by NASA and the Wisconsin Space
Grant Consortium, students received support from the National Science Foundation, and AISES treasurer Haley AshEide also secured a $1500 grant for the AISES chapter from Talon Energy, which helped the team greatly.
The outgoing AISES Chapter of Chief Dull Knife College can point to their accomplishments with pride this
year. Focused mainly on the rocket club activities, chapter President Troy Bearcomesout not only led the chapter to a
first-place win in the national FNL Rocket Competition over other highly-qualified colleges such as the University of
California-LA, University of Colorado-Boulder, and the University of Hawaii-Manoa, but helped make significant progress in securing a local launch site and equipment for high-powered rockets.
For the AISES challenge this year, students were tasked with designing and building a rocket that flew within
a specified altitude range, had the shortest launch pad preparation and longest descent times, and flew successfully
twice. CDKC students’ rocket hung in the air for a whopping 2 minutes, 41 seconds after the parachute deployed,
giving the impression it might never actually come down to earth. The flight was as close to perfect as one could
hope for, according to rocket team advisor Jim Bertin.
“Given the contest requirements, we designed our rocket to be as light as possible and to use as large a parachute as possible to hopefully give us a long ‘hang’ time, but nobody could have predicted the perfect weather conditions we had on launch day. It was a great combination of weather and the design the students came up with that
could take advantage of those conditions,” said Bertin. “I was so proud of the students’ performance. Our first flight
was excellent, start to finish, but on the second flight the students cut their launch pad preparation time in half and
nearly doubled the descent time! We earned 39 out of a possible 40 points for the flight.”
This year marked the fourth time students competed in the FNL, having taken first place in the Tribal Challenge and third place in the AISES Challenge in 2015, third place in the AISES Challenge in 2017, and now first place in
the AISES Challenge in 2018. The award came in two parts: an invitation to a VIP tour of NASA’s Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral, Florida, and a position secured in 2019 for the prestigious NASA Student Launch Initiative
competition at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama. Both awards included major funding
from NASA, and CDKC is hoping for some dedicated rocketeers to join us this year!
The six students involved this year were Troy Bearcomesout, Steve Vought, Haley Ash-Eide, Ryon Olson, Race
Littlehead, and Mason Hazel. In addition to their work for the competition, most of the students also earned their
Level One High-Power Rocket certification through the national rocket organization, Tripoli. Troy and Ryon also
earned their Level Two certifications. While most of the students involved last year have moved on to further studies
in Billings and Bozeman, Ryon and Mason will return to CDKC this fall to help prepare the next group of students for
success in rocketry!
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Story By Angie Hedges

If you have been on the Chief Dull Knife campus, you have most likely seen “the top hat guy.” Mason Hazel describes himself as an introvert with a love for gaming. He graduated from Colstrip High in 2016, with no real plan of what his future
would hold. In the summer of 2017, Mason decided to give Chief Dull Knife College a try as a way to get his general studies” out of the way.”
Mason states that the faculty at Chief Dull Knife is friendly and funny. His
involvement in his coursework, internships, and clubs has helped him become part of the student body here. He said that the students seemed shy
at first but since he has got to know more of them he enjoys their company.
Mason likes that he has the opportunity to learn about the Cheyenne culture at Chief Dull Knife, he is currently enrolled in the Cheyenne language
course.
Mason quickly discovered the STEM internship programs that are offered at
Dull Knife. STEM internship provides interns with the ability to gain valuable
practical hands-on experience and cultural immersion at the same time.
These internships are an excellent way to get out of the typical classroom
setting and expose students to real-world applications by allowing them to
build, to create, to manage, or to engineer endless possibilities in the STEM
field.
Mason was accepted into the program and began his journey as an intern.
He has had the opportunity to listen to many speakers from different fields
of study and participated in several workshops like Code Changers; he went to local area rivers to test the water and went
to Bozeman to study the DNA of Zebrafish to name a few. Mason was part of the trip to Wallops Island Virginia, in which
he helped to build a scientific payload that was launched into space. Mason found the visit to NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center's very educational and enlightening. Mason, along with the rest of the interns also went to Washington D.C.
and toured. Visiting the Reflecting Pool, Washington Monument, the Lincoln Memorial, and the Holocaust Museum were
the highlights for Mason.
He is also a member of the Chief Dull Knife Rocket club. The Rocket club has awarded Mason with the opportunity to go to
Wisconsin to the First Nations Launch and ASISES challenge. This competition is for students to design, build, and fly a
rocket, while providing the opportunity to demonstrate engineering and design skills through direct application in highpowered rocketry. Mason and his team had to design, fabricate, and compete with a high-powered rocket. Mason and his
teammates won first place because of their knowledge, creativity, and expertise. The first place prize was a trip to the
Cape Canaveral, so Mason and his teammates were off to Florida to explore the space station.
Mason’s passion for the STEM field has helped him to discover that he has a great interest in becoming a software engineer. He knows that the opportunities that he has had at Chief Dull Knife will accelerate him in that field. He states that his
overall experience at Chief Dull Knife had been fantastic and he would most certainly recommend the college to his
friends. He says “ I love this school, this place makes me want to go to school and not hide in my room” In fact, Mason has
already recruited several of this friends, and they are now enjoying all the great experiences that Chief Dull Knife has to
offer.
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WL is a member of TRAILS (Treasure State Academic Information & Library Services), a consortium of 23 Montana academic libraries, including all 7 tribal colleges. WL library director, Jerusha Shipstead, is the current Chair of TRAILS.
Members realize significant cost-savings on database subscriptions increasing the amount and
quality of resources available to MT students
and researchers. Member employees share expertize using online tools and serve on a variety
of committees. For more information visit
https://trailsmt.org/

CDKC’s Rocket Team tours
Kennedy Space Center in Florida
after winning the AISES Challenge
in Spring of 2018. Pictured are
Mason Hazel, Ryon Olson, Troy
Bearcomesout, and Steven
Vaught.

Visit the library
periodically to see if
Collective Goods is
here ~ they have lots
of fun items that you
can purchase!

BOOK NOOK
Check out these new titles!
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Chief Dull Knife College
Rocket Team with Faculty Advisors Jim and Kate Bertin.
(Team member Haley Ash-Eide
and Race Littlehead
not pictured.)
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Research Continued
Joleen Eastman Spang, who is Cheyenne
and Crow, learned the art of dollmaking
from her mother, Evelyn Bearground, Crow.
Joleen has passed this art on down to her
own daughters and many others such as
students and adults at the St. Labre
Schools, the Lame Deer Public Schools, and
Chief Dull Knife College.
Making a “no face” doll becomes a personal
process and the doll becomes an extension
of the artist or of the child for whom the doll
is made. “No face” dolls also encourage the
imagination and dreams of children. Traditional colors, patterns and accessories reflect each doll’s respective tribe.

Students this past summer experienced payload construction at a NASA center, reservation ecology
on the Tongue River, amphibian populations on the
campus of Carroll College, Zebra Fish development on
the MSU campus in Bozeman and coding and robotics
on the CDKC campus. Each experience is designed to
be one to two
weeks long and
includes staying on campus
in dorms and
experiencing
research at the
remote facility
or campus.

The Doll Making class will be offered at
Chief Dull Knife College in the 2019 spring
semester. Please register in late December
because there are a limited number of slots
available. The class will be taught as an
evening class. Therefore, there will be no
tuition fees charged. There will be a cost for
the materials needed.
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CDKC Summer Research

Virtual Reality
Experience and
Payload Assembly
A group of twelve students and three faculty members traveled to Baltimore, MD this past June and toured
the Goddard Space Flight Center on their way to the Wallops Flight Facility on the Virginia shore. Students
were able to interact with researchers at the facility and experience virtual reality, “clean room” technology
and many other unique
offerings. After two days at
Goddard the groups continued down to the Atlantic
shore for a week long
workshop at NASA’s northernmost launch site. At
Wallop’s Island they constructed and programmed
a payload to travel aboard
a Terrior improved Orion
rocket into space.
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The Journey to Your Culture Begins Here
William Walks Along shared his thoughts on education and culture to kick off the Native American Week at
Chief Dull Knife College on September 18th, 2018. We wish to share William’s exceptional speech with you.
Good morning. Thank you CDKC for inviting me to share my thoughts on your theme “The Journey to Your
Culture Begins Here”. I understand that the theme relates to the process of attaining a formal education from
this fine institution of learning. In the 1990s I had the honor and privilege of serving on the CDKC Board, prior
to the college becoming an accredited school of higher learning. Attaining accreditation with Northwest accreditation was a priority goal at that time. I served with Tony Foote, Freda Standingelk, Norma Bixby, and Ruby Sooktis. Three (3) of the Board members are no longer with us, however, their spirit lives on amongst us. I
know in their living thoughts at the time that we had a united desire and commitment to create and develop a
Tribal College that would bring great honor to our great chief who helped lead us back to the ground we are
standing on—Chief Dull Knife or Morning Star. We were relentless in our efforts to achieve formal accreditation in which the credits earned by our students would be transferrable to any accredited college or university
in the United States. For all of us achieving accreditation for CDKC was a historical moment in the history of
the Northern Cheyenne people.
The topics of journey and culture are enormous if we step back and deeply think about what this means for
each us on a personal level. Journey to your culture literally means a passage from one step to another—to
travel. And, Culture is a particular form of civilization, especially, the beliefs, customs, arts, and institutions of a
society, at a given time. I believe we are living the prayers and vision of the our Tribal leaders, including the
CDKC Board, who have an eternal desire to build an institution of higher learning that advances our united
commitment to retain our identity and purpose as members of the Northern Cheyenne Nation. Classes
providing education of our rich history, teaching and preserving our language and arts in my opinion is a like
movement similar to the Civil Rights Movement that was at the forefront in the United States in the 1960s.
The Tribal College movement is alive and has the energy of all who people who benefit from a college inspired
by the loving desire of our Tribal leaders who envisioned a local college that will help prepare our students for
life, careers and a sense of duty and responsibility to influence and demonstrate to others that attaining formal college education in our own community can be life changing.
This college for many of you students is a key to your own freedom. We must begin by honoring ourselves as
human beings and to honor one another by paying homage to each of our benefactors (parents, grandparents,
teachers, counselors, advisors, mentors) who assist us in completing a formal college education. Have courage
in the process to attain a formal education and for many of you that journey has its origins here at CDKC. You
are like warriors. Warriors throughout the world since time immemorial have always cultivated certain qualities and values: (1) Courage and bravery in facing both life and death; (2) discipline in training both body and
mind; (3) strategy in keeping and restoring peace, as well as in battle; (4) knowledge of one’s own weakness
and strength, as well as the opponents; and, (5) loyalty to comrades, as well as to sacred values.
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Properly honored, honed and disciplined the energy of a warrior is one of the most powerful forces of
the human mind and spirit. It can be a source of tremendous good. I believe that this is one of the reasons Indian people maintain an enormous amount of respect for military men and women in the service
of our families, tribes and nation. It should also be noted that if warrior energy goes astray, it can cause
tremendous destruction and suffering, accomplishing nothing worthwhile.
In my humble opinion, Courage is not always certain, and is not always comprehensible, but it is with
complete confidence that I believe that where there is fear, courage exists. For me courage is not the
absence of fear, but the resistance to it. Let have hope and nourish courage, just like love for one another. Courage and discipline to get up every day, to look forward to life and to meet the challenges of
completing a course of study at CDKC. I see before me sons, daughters, nephews, nieces-friends-of my
fellow human beings who have the potential to help change the values, habits, and public policies that
will allow them to do for our society what the current environmental movement seeks to do for nature:
TO SAFEGUARD AND ENHANCE THE FUTURE. I therefore urge each of you to get an IMAGE. I believe
CDKC can assist you in developing your IMAGE; an image that this college can assist you in developing
based on your personal journey that can begin here at this esteemed learning institution. Image or
identity are more complete, more complete, more fertile or provide more growth than concepts because they have a broader range of expression and therefore are more precise. How do you imagine
yourself? I know for certain that people who understand, appreciate and love you see images of successful, energetic intelligent, committed responsible and potential and proven leaders here in our midst.
They may even see peaceful warriors with super-energy. Check your inner voice, what is it telling you?
Imagine yourselves as guardians of the future. Seek a living image of yourself because it is far more influential than we think. That image we have of ourselves operates unconsciously, affecting how we
thing in our daily living, how we see our roles in our communities; how we relate to the teachings of our
Tribal elders and people we respect; and, especially how we understand larger themes like TRUTH and
JUSTICE. Seek more education and learning and remember the core strength within you that survives all
hurt. This is the core strength shared with you with kindness and gentleness by those who honestly and
unconditionally love you. You each know who they are, they are here in this college, in your community
and in our home and circle of family and friends. I encourage you each or you to gratefully use the gift
of the power to live with strength and the ability to see yourself through your own eyes and not through
the eyes of another. I know that that risking danger and ridicule is a constant companion of leaders of
all nations. Throughout history our risk-taking leaders have left us with inspiring examples of fearlessness in the face of ridicule, harassment, deprivation or even death.
Our hearts must be in the right place. It is never too late to become educated. It is important to apply
what you have learned here at CDKC or other places of learning. The pursuit of wisdom builds character; it gives you inner tools to lead others. Have courage, select an image and be a warrior. CDKC and
its staff are here to help you on your journey.

William Walks Along
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